BI and Database Developer (permanent job)
We are seeking a seasoned developer. Among other tasks, the specialist will develop and optimize
several databases and participate in the architecture of data warehouses, interactive dashboards and
visualization platforms.
A strong experience of SQL Server, the Microsoft BI suite and Tableau is required to develop analytical
platforms and to customize dashboards destined to large institutional investors.
Shared responsibilities include: accelerate and automate business processes, develop and improve
calculations and produce interactive reports for internal and external clients. Financial knowledge is a
major asset.
A permanent job at Axone will give the successful applicant the opportunity to serve Axone’s clients and
to develop his/her skills in all of Axone’s specialties described at www.axoneintelligence.com, under
Scope of Services. We are seeking a competent and responsible person ready to dedicate her talents to
the success of our customers. If your skills match or exceed the following requirements, please send your
resume and your presentation letter in French to: carriere@axoneintelligence.com .
EDUCATION AND SKILLS








Bachelor in Information Technology
A least 3 years of solid work experience with SQL Server databases
Knowledge of relational / dimensional modeling
Excellent knowledge of SSIS and T-SQL; knowledge of SSRS
Experience of complex queries and stored procedures
Experience in developing complex scripts for production servers
Practical knowledge of the Tableau visualization platform
ASSET








Knowledge of the financial domain
Microsoft SQL Server database certifications
Working experience of unit testing and quality assurance
Knowledge of reporting tools including SSRS
Working experience of system architecture and Windows Server
Interest in Business Intelligence
MAIN APTITUDES / ATTITUDES








Superior analytical and synthesizing skills
Sound judgment
Great capacity for learning and proven ability for teamwork
Resourcefulness and mental agility
Honesty, professionalism, work ethic and sense of responsibility
Perseverance and imagination in finding technical solutions

The work place is downtown Montréal within the IT group of one of our customers. A competitive and
equitable starting salary is established based on expertise and skills.

